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How the Hold-Down
Clamp Operates
The Vac-U-Lift Hold-Down Clamp with self
contained hydraulic ram and pump develops
compressive force that can help increase
welding production by as much as 150%.
This vacuum attachment hold-down clamp can
significantly reduce time and labor costs on a
variety of welding operations, such as welding
beams to plate or in the fabrication of tanks,
cylinders, and heavy structural sections.  It is
also an ideal means of raising sagging plate to
beam level.

Welding of U-brackets and the use of wedges
can be eliminated.  There are no
brackets to knock off or tack welds to grind
when the welding operation is completed.

The Vac-U-Lift Hold-Down Clamp is
positioned over the members to be welded.
The vacuum attachment pads are then 
activated, creating the holding force.  The
operator is able to accurately position the
pieces to be welded while the ram holds the

pieces tight, helping to make a secure weld
possible.  A simple vacuum and release valve
eliminates unnecessary work and permits
movement of the unit to the next welding
point, quickly and easily.

Hydraulic Ram
The hydraulic ram is mounted on the 
central beam connecting the vacuum pads of
the hold-down clamp.  After the clamp is
positioned with one pad on each plate to be
welded, the ram is lowered as close to the
plates as possible.  This is accomplished
using a telescoping pole with holes.  The ram
is brought into position, lined up with a hole
and a pin inserted to keep the ram in place.

Once the ram is in place, the operator, using a
hand operated hydraulic pump, increases
pressure on the clamp, forcing the plates into
a level position for butt welding.

Power Pacs
Two power pacs are available for the Vac-U-Lift
Hold-Down Clamp.  The electric powered, 115

volt, single-phase, 60 hertz, 1/3 hp, 4 cfm, oil-
less, vacuum pump with power cord is
available on all models.  On the 2,400 pound
and 4,000 pound capacity models, a Venturi
power pac is available.  This trouble free power
pac uses normal plant air supply, 2 to 3 cfm at
50 to 60 psi pressure, to generate vacuum
power.

Vacuum Pad Styles
The 2400 Vac-U-Lift Hold-Down Clamp
comes with a round style #10 pad.  Seal
rings are held with a protective clamp ring that
is bolted to the pad body.  The pads consist of
an aluminum lift plate, aluminum clamp ring,
clamp ring bolts and Neoprene seal rings.

The 4000 and 6000 Vac-U-Lift Hold-Down
Clamps come with rectangular pads which
allow the use of the Vac-U-Lift hold-down
clamp in narrow space applications.  The seal
ring is held in place with a protective flange
that is bolted to the pad body.  Pads consist of
a metal body, clamp ring, clamp ring stud,
threaded pad bolt and Neoprene seal ring.

Hold Down Clamp
• Exerts clamping force of

2400 to 6000 lbs.

• Available with AC or
air powered vacuum
power pac

• Manual or hydraulic ram
operation available

• Replaceable seal rings

* Product specifications on reverse side
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Hold Down Clamp

Maximum fixture weights do not include power pac weight.
Add 1 lb. for Venturi power pac which mounts on the fixture.
The fixture weight remains the same if an electrical power pac
is used because it is not mounted on the fixture.

Necessary vacuum hose and fittings for connection to power
pac are supplied with unit.

Maximum
Fixture Weight

Capacity A B C Hydraulic Ram
lbs. (lbs.)

2,400 11-1/2” 24” 36-1/2” 63

4,000 14-1/2” 24’ 33-1/2” 93

6,000 14-1/2” 24” 33-1/2” 110

Total
Weight

Cat. No. Description (lbs.)
102-2-1-20-2 Hydraulic Ram, Venturi Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 64

102-2-2-20-2 Hydraulic Ram, Electric Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 119

102-2-1-20-2M Manual Ram, Venturi Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 60

102-2-2-20-2M Manual Ram, Electric Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 115

Total
Weight

Cat. No. Description (lbs.)
102-2-1-20-4 Hydraulic Ram, Venturi Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 94

102-2-2-20-4 Hydraulic Ram, Electric Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 149

102-2-1-20-4M Manual Ram, Venturi Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 90

102-2-2-20-4M Manual Ram, Electric Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 145

Total
Weight

Cat. No. Description (lbs.)
102-2-2-20-6 Hydraulic Ram, Electric Power Pac, 20” Max. Ht. 163

2400 Lb. Capacity Hold-Down Clamp

4000 Lb. Capacity Hold-Down Clamp

6000 Lb. Capacity Hold-Down Clamp
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B

C

20

Electric Power Pac

Hydraulic Ram

Manual Ram

Venturi Power Pac

*A, B & C dimensions are the same as the hydraulic ram unit.
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